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Score Distributions for Pseudo Relevance Feedback

Javier Parapar∗, Manuel A. Presedo-Quindimil, Álvaro Barreiro

Information Retrieval Lab, Department of Computer Science, University of A Coruña,
Campus de Elviña, 15071 A Coruña, Spain

Abstract

Relevance-Based Language Models, commonly known as Relevance Models,
are successful approaches to explicitly introduce the concept of relevance
in the statistical Language Modelling framework of Information Retrieval.
These models achieve state-of-the-art retrieval performance in the Pseudo
Relevance Feedback task. It is known that one of the factors that more af-
fect to the Pseudo Relevance Feedback robustness is the selection for some
queries of harmful expansion terms. In order to minimise this effect in these
methods a crucial point is to reduce the number of non-relevant documents
in the pseudo relevant set. In this paper, we propose an original approach to
tackle this problem. We try to automatically determine for each query how
many documents we should select as pseudo-relevant set. For achieving this
objective we will study the score distributions of the initial retrieval and try-
ing to discern in base of their distribution between relevant and non-relevant
documents. Evaluation of our proposal showed important improvements in
terms of robustness.

Keywords: Information Retrieval, Pseudo Relevance Feedback, Score
Distributions, Pseudo Relevance Feedback Set, Relevance Models

1. Introduction and Motivation

In the history of the Information Retrieval research, efforts to improve

retrieval effectiveness have been centred in both developing better retrieval
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models by including new features or using different theoretical frameworks;

and in designing new techniques to be incorporated on top of existing models

to improve their performance. Particularly on the later, Query Expansion

(QE) has proven to be effective from very early research stages. QE ap-

proaches can be classified between global techniques which produce a query

rewriting without considering the original rank produced by the query, and

local techniques in which the expanded query is generated using the infor-

mation of the initial retrieval list.

In [33] Salton presented the initial efforts on exploiting the local informa-

tion to improve the query formulation introducing, among others, Rocchio

approach [29] working on the Vector Space Model framework. This family of

local techniques is called Relevance Feedback (RF) [30] and it is based on us-

ing the relevant documents in the initial retrieval set in order to reformulate

the query based on their content. Nevertheless, in a real retrieval scenario it

is not realistic to assume that relevance judgements are available. Because of

this, Pseudo Relevance Feedback (PRF) algorithms have been investigated

[9, 39]. PRF methods are based on assuming relevance of a set of documents

retrieved by the original query. The set of documents which are assumed to

be relevant and the way in which their information is exploited to improve

the original query varies from one PRF method to another.

One crucial aspect of the pseudo-relevance feedback methods is robust-

ness. In this context, robustness is defined as the quality of not hurting the

effectiveness values achieved by the retrieval model in the initial rank for ev-
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ery query. Most of existing pseudo-relevance feedback methods outperform

the effectiveness of the initial retrieval in average but they tend to harm

some of the queries. This is an important point for solving in order to popu-

larise the use of these methods in the commercial search engines. The most

common phenomenon causing the decrease of effectiveness for a query is the

topic drift. Topic drift refers to the situation where the expansion of the

query produced that the topic of the original user need has moved (drifted)

away to a different one. For instance, for the TREC topic 101: Design of

the “Star Wars” Anti-missile Defense System, a very clear example of topic

drift would be the returning of documents about the film. The topic drift

can be naturally produced by the addition of terms, but this problem can be

greatly intensified when the pseudo-relevant set (RS) has plenty of irrelevant

documents.

This problem has been exposed very early in the literature [24] and caused

lots of works on areas such as query performance prediction [11, 8] which

investigates how to predict the performance of a query anticipating those

queries that will be negatively affected by the expansion, selective pseudo-

relevance feedback[32, 2] which tries to decide for which queries PRF should

or not be applied, and adaptive pseudo-relevance feedback [21] that is cen-

tred on adjust the weight of the expansion terms over the original query

automatically depending on the nature of the given query.

The different approaches to decide when of how much apply PRF have

considered pre-query processing indicators and initial ranking examination.
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Several evidences have been considered such as the number of query terms in

the pseudo-relevant documents, the similarity between query and the relevant

set, term proximity measures, etc. But it was only recently when some works

started to consider the scores of the initial retrieval [34]. Shtok et al. argue

that query-drift can potentially be estimated by measuring the diversity (e.g.,

standard deviation) of the retrieval scores of the documents in the ranking.

In this paper we also exploit the scoring information but in a different way,

we use the scores of the initial retrieval for determining the pseudo-relevant

set itself, trying to minimise the amount of non-relevant documents in it.

For achieving this objective we used a framework for modelling the score

distributions of a retrieval model [23] and adapt the threshold optimization

solution for recall-oriented retrieval [4] for our particular problem, where we

want to stop selecting documents from the top of the initial retrieval when

non-relevant documents appear. Score distributions research investigates the

idea of using the documents’ scores for separating relevant and non-relevant

documents. For doing this, different statistical modelling choices over both

groups of documents are taken and the parameters of the statistical distri-

butions are inferred from the observed scores. Although it has been already

used for other task such as meta-search and high recall oriented task such

as legal retrieval, this is a novel and especially adequate use of the score

distributions analysis. We are really pursuing a high precision for our task

in such a way that ideally if no relevant documents are present on the top

of the initial retrieval we want to return an empty RS producing a way of
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selective PRF. Furthermore, and not less important, our approach reduces

the number of parameters to tune in the training phase of PRF methods by

suppressing the necessity of tune r, the number of documents on the RS.

For assessing our proposal we will use one of the most successful PRF

methods in the state-of-the art: Relevance-Based Language Models (RM)

[18]. In particular, we will use the best performing estimation for RM the

so called RM3 estimation [1]. Although, when averaged over a query set

the differences in performance in terms of Average Precision when selecting

different top sizes for RS in a particular collection may not differ too much

for RM3, it varies a lot at query level (see Figure 1). Meanwhile some

queries present a stable behaviour (as query 81), most of them have either

an increasing behaviour (as queries 60 and 62) or a decreasing behaviour

(as queries 54 and 63). Thus, it is clear that it is import to be able to

automatically adjust the RS at query level, which motivates the work in this

paper.

We performed evaluation to assess how our proposal affects to the effec-

tiveness and robustness of RM on standard settings. Results showed that

both characteristics are improved with the extra advantage of the reduction

of the number of parameters involved in the training phase. The rest of the

paper is as follow: next Section (2) starts with some specific background on

score distributions, in Section 3 we present our proposal for modelling the

score distributions and automatically limit the RS size, Section 4 shows the

evaluation results, related work is briefly reviewed in Section 5 and finally
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Figure 1: RM3 behaviour in terms of Average Precision for different queries from the
training query set of the AP88-89 collection with t = 100 and λ = 0.8 and µ = 1000

we conclude with our main findings in Section 6.

2. Background

2.1. Relevance-Based Language Models

The RM for PRF was presented within the Language Modelling (LM)

theoretical framework. In Language Modelling the probability of a document

given a query, P (d|q), is estimated using the Bayes’ rule as presented in Eq.

1.

P (d|q) =
P (q|d) · P (d)

P (q)
rank
= log P (q|d) + log P (d) (1)

In practice P (q) is dropped for document ranking purposes. The prior

P (d) encodes a-priori information on documents and the query likelihood,
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P (q|d), incorporates some form of smoothing. In this paper we consider

uniform priors and uni-gram language models with Dirichlet smoothing [40].

After obtaining the initial ranking using the original query, the PRF

methods assume relevance over a subset of retrieved documents. This set

is usually called relevance set. The information of those documents is then

used to improve the initial retrieval. The most common way of achieving this

objective is expanding the original query and producing a second retrieval

with the reformulated query. Next, different models to produce expanded

queries are analysed.

The RM approach builds better query models using the information given

by the pseudo relevant documents. Two estimations were originally presented

in [18]. RM1 assumes that the words in the relevant documents and the query

words are sampled identically and independently from the relevance model.

The result is an estimation where the query likelihood for every document

is used as the weight for the document and the probability of a word is

averaged over every document language model. In contrast, RM2 assumes

that the query words are independent of each other, but they are dependent

of the words of the relevant documents (conditional sampling). The result is

that relevant documents containing query words can be used for computing

the association of the their words with the query terms. A quite detailed

explanation of the RM for PRF is given in the Chapter 7 of the book by

Croft et al. [10].

In RM the original query is considered a very short sample of words ob-
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tained from the relevance model (R). If more words from R are desired then it

is reasonable to choose those words with highest estimated probability when

considering the words for the distribution already seen. So the terms in the

lexicon of the collection are sorted according to that estimated probability,

which after doing the assumptions using the RM1 method, is estimated as

in Eq. 2.

P (w|R) ∝
∑
d∈C

P (d) · P (w|d) ·
n∏

i=1

P (qi|d) (2)

Usually P (d) is assumed to be uniform.
∏n

i=1 P (qi|d) is the query like-

lihood given the document model, which is traditionally computed using

Dirichlet smoothing. Then for assigning a probability to the terms in the rel-

evance model we have to estimate P (w|d); in order to do so it is also common

to use Dirichlet smoothing. The final retrieval is obtained by four steps:

1. Initially the documents in the collection C are ranked using their query

likelihood using Dirichlet smoothing.

2. A certain top r documents from the initial retrieval are taken for the

estimation instead of the whole collection C, let us call this pseudo

relevance set RS.

3. The relevance model probabilities P (w|R) are calculated using the es-

timate presented in Eq. 2, with RS instead of C.

4. To build the expanded query the e terms with highest estimated P (w|R)

are selected. The expanded query is used to produce a second document
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ranking using negative cross entropy as in Eq. 3.

e∑
i=1

P (wi|R) · log P (wi|d) (3)

RM3 is a later extension of RM that performs better than RM1 in terms of

effectiveness. RM3 interpolates the terms selected by RM1 with the original

query as in Eq. 4 instead of using them directly. The final query is used in

the same way as in RM1 to produce a second ranking using negative cross

entropy.

P (w|q′) = (1 − λ) · P (w|q) + λ · P (w|R) (4)

2.2. Score Distributions

The Probability Ranking Principle (PRP, [28]) states that the ranking of

the documents should be according to their probability of relevance. How-

ever, retrieval models, in the ideal case where the document ranking strictly

honours the PRP, do not provide with a method for delimiting when the

non-relevant documents start to appear. In this context, score distributions

have been studied and modelled since the early days of IR. Initial works date

from the sixties [35], when the idea of using the scores for separating rele-

vant and non-relevant documents was originally formulated. However, it was

only recently when the benefit of these approaches was demonstrated for the

retrieval task [23]. Score distribution modelling techniques try to infer sta-

tistical properties from the seen data (the scores of the ranking documents)

and take advantages of such inferred properties, and not directly from the

observed data, for classifying documents between relevant and not relevant.
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Score distribution models generally assume that the scores of the relevant

documents were generated by a different distribution from the distribution of

the non-relevant documents. The research efforts have been centred on two

aspects: which family of statistical distributions corresponds with each group

of documents and how the parameters of the distributions can be learned or

estimated from the observed documents’ scores. Different combinations of
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Figure 2: Mixture of Gaussians fit to relevant and non-relevant data obtained processing
the scores of TREC query 154 over the AP88-89 collection produced with the LM retrieval
function with Dirichlet smoothing (µ = 1000)

statistical distributions were proposed for modelling the score distributions.

Swets [35] originally proposed to model the relevant and non-relevant groups

as two Gaussian distribution with different parameter values (see Fig. 2 as

an example), although later on, Swets considered two negative exponential

distributions [36]. Bookstein [7] tested with two Poisson and Baumgarten
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Figure 3: Example of idealised Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) for a cut-off or
threshold t

proposed [6] a two Gamma choice. It was only lately when the mixture

model of a Gaussian distribution for the relevant and a negative exponential

distribution for the non-relevant documents was proposed [3]. Also recently,

when Kanoulas et al. [17] proposed a mixture of Gaussian distributions for

relevant documents and a Gamma for non-relevant documents.

In this context, Robertson [27] presented the convexity hypothesis which

stated that for all good systems, the recall-fallout curve (when viewed from

the top left (0,1), see Fig. 3) is convex. In this case, recall should be in-

terpreted as the proportion of the relevant distribution exceeding a given

threshold t and fallout the proportion of the non-relevant distribution ex-

ceeding that point. In the graph, the point (0,0) corresponds with a very

high threshold that is (nothing retrieved), while the point (1,1) corresponds
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with a very low threshold (everything retrieved). So, if this graph presents

concave parts it means that the proportion of the relevant distribution over

the non-relevant decreases when the scores increase for some segment of val-

ues. This is related, but somewhat stronger than, the inverse recall-precision

relationship and it means that the higher the score of a document the higher

the probability of relevance. Over the graph, a random ordering of the col-

lection of documents (identical relevant and non-relevant score distributions)

would produce a straight line from (0,0) to (1,1). Any other straight segment

may also be interpreted of random ordering of sub-sets of the documents.

We can easily improve the performance eliminating the concavity segments

of the curves by simply randomising the sub-list of scores corresponding with

those segments and thus, replacing the concavity parts by straight segments.

Indeed, we can just reversing the scores in the sub-list and converting the

concavity segments in their convex mirror reflections. In this way, if we de-

part from a convex curve, we can easily improve the initial performance of

our model, so convexity seems to be a desirable property.

In this work, Robertson probes that although the most of the previously

presented distributions choice honour the convexity principle, some of them,

do not. In particular the Gaussian-negative exponential mixture model [23,

4], one of the most popular choices, does not accomplish this property. In

particular, this model presents concavity problems both in the top right end

(low threshold values) and the bottom left end (high threshold values) for

any parameters’ values.
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The model presented in [4], besides not honouring the recall-fallout curve

convexity (about the 60% of the queries in the experiments suffer from this

anomaly), presents good practical results for a high recall retrieval task such

as legal retrieval. One of the most popular effectiveness measures on legal

retrieval is the F1@K where K is the cut-off selected by the system to stop

providing with results. The objective pursued with score distributions is to

automatically determine the value of K for each query. So for achieving

that objective Arampatzis et al. presented a threshold optimisation method

over the learned distributions which we adapted for our problem in the next

section.

Most of the existing works on score distributions use relevance informa-

tion and so the learning of the different distributions’ parameters is an easy

task (the groups of relevant and non-relevant documents are already defined).

When there are no relevance judgements, the learning of the distributions’

properties from the observed scores also includes the learning of the weights

of the mixture. The Expectation Maximisation (EM) algorithm [13] has been

the standard approach to finding the mixing and the distribution’s properties

in this area. Recently, extended versions of this method have been developed

for this specific task [12]. EM is an iterative algorithm which is used for find-

ing maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters in probabilistic models,

when dependency exists on unobserved hidden variables
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3. Modelling Score Distributions for Pseudo-Relevance Feedback

Our objective is the use of score distributions models to automatically

determine the size of the pseudo-relevant set, i.e., we want to select for each

query the optimal top of documents which will feed the PRF process. Ideally

these top documents will be only relevant ones. We formulate this problem as

a threshold optimisation task. In order to adapt the score distribution models

to work under this paradigm we have to (i) select an appropriate distribution

modelling choice, (ii) select a learning strategy for inferring the distributions’

parameters and (iii) formulate the corresponding cut-off conditions.

Referring to the first decision, the straightforward choice should be to

use the popular Negative exponential-Gaussian mixture [3] or its truncated

version [4]. However, as stated before, this model clearly violates the convex-

ity hypothesis [27]. Moreover, our experiments using these models showed

results consistently worse than with our final choice. The model which re-

sulted to perform better than those alternatives was the Gaussian-Gaussian

mixture [35] which honours the convexity hypothesis for fixed variances and

for almost every situation of different variances (it only presents anomalies in

the ends of the intervals). Particularly, apart from the honouring of the con-

vexity hypothesis, we chose to use the later because it presented more robust

results across collections (this fact can be observed in Section 4) moreover,

Madigan et al [22] produced an analytical study observing the expected pre-

cision and contamination (the number of non-relevant documents in a given

top of documents) values depending on the election of different distributions,
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showing again the better behaviour of the Guassian-Gaussian mixture over

other alternatives as the aforementioned Gaussian-Exponential.

Regarding to the second point, EM is an efficient and popularly used

method to estimate model parameters from a set of observed values by max-

imising the likelihood. In this case, we decided to use a generalisation of the

EM algorithm known a Bregman soft clustering [5]. Bregman soft clustering

allows estimating the parameters of a mixture of exponential families [14],

given a set of observations. This Bregman soft clustering algorithm shares

with the EM the initialisation, expectation and maximisation steps. The

main advantage of using this method instead of the EM algorithm is that

it allows to estimate the parameters of any mixture of exponential family

distributions. The Statistical Exponential Family [25] is a set of probability

distributions admitting the following canonical decomposition:

P (x,Θ) = exp(⟨t(x), Θ⟩ − F (Θ) + k(x)) (5)

where

• t(x) is the sufficient statistic, a function of the data that fully summa-

rizes the data.

• Θ are the natural parameters,

• ⟨., .⟩ is the inner product,

• F (.) is called the log-normalizer because it is the logarithm of a nor-
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malization factor,

• k(x) the carrier measure.

In particular, this family includes the following well-known distributions:

Gaussian, Poisson, Bernoulli, binomial, multinomial, Laplacian, Gamma,

Beta, negative exponential, Wishart, Dirichlet, Rayleigh, probability sim-

plex, negative binomial, Weibull, von Mises, Pareto distributions, skew lo-

gistic, etc. In our case, we use a mixture of Gaussian distributions, in this

case the mapping for the canonical decomposition is:

• t(x) = (x, x2)

• Θ = ( µ
σ2 ,− 1

2σ2 )

• F (Θ) = − Θ2
1

4Θ2
+ 1

2
log(− π

Θ2
)

• k(x) = 0.

where µ is, in this case, the mean of the Gaussian distribution and σ its

standard deviation. More details of the canonical decomposition can be

found in [25].

For estimating the parameters of a mixture of exponential families with

Bregman soft clustering over the observed scores a general expectation-maxi-

misation procedure is used. As result of this process, the natural parameters

of the distributions involved in the mixture are obtained as well as the weights

of the distributions in the mixture. In our case, those natural parameters
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correspond with the means and variances of the Gaussian distribution. De-

tails of the initialisation, expectation and maximisation steps of the process

are reported in section 1.5.4 of [25]. In the initialisation step, the scores

are grouped in so many clusters as distributions in the mixture with the

K-Means algorithm estimating the weight for each component as the propor-

tion of scores in each cluster. The initial values for the parameters of each

distribution are estimated in the corresponding clusters. In the expectation

step the probabilities of the observed scores of belonging to each distribution

are recomputed. Finally, the maximisation step recomputes the values the

parameters of the probability distributions given the new belonging proba-

bilities of the observed scores.

The only remaining aspect to be defined is the cut-off strategy. Given

the following definitions, Arampatzis et al. [3] state the following threshold

optimisation problem.

R = nGn

R+(s) = R(1 − F (s|1))

N+(s) = (n − R)(1 − F (s|0))

R−(s) = R − R+(s)

N−(s) = (n − R) − N+(s)

(6)

where R is the number of relevant documents for the query, R+(s) and R−(s)

the number of relevant documents over and below the given score respectively,

N+(s) and N−(s) the number of non-relevant documents over and below
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the given score respectively, Gn is the fraction of relevant documents in the

collection, n is the number of documents in the collection and F (s|1) and

F (s|0) are values of the cumulative distribution functions at the score s for

the relevant and non-relevant distributions respectively.

Then, the optimal score where to perform the cut-off (sopt) is that one such

maximise a given effectiveness measure M of the form of a linear combination

of the document count of the categories defined in Eq. 6:

sopt =arg max
s

{M(R+(s), N+(s), R−(s), N−(s))} (7)

In our case, we ideally want to obtain a RS for RM where every docu-

ment is relevant. This is a quite strict condition and for many queries the

apparition of a non-relevant document as the highest scored document would

produce an empty RS, discarding a lot of useful information. For this reason

we decided to relax this constraint and formulate the effectiveness measure

for cut-off problem as:

M(R+(s), N+(s), R−(s), N−(s)) =
R+(s)

N+(s)
(8)

That is, we will cut the top for building the RS in the point of maximum

relevance density.

This is our approach to automatically estimate the size of the pseudo-

relevance feedback set for RM. Only some final estimation details remain to

be explained. As commented before, we chose to model the relevant and
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non-relevant distributions as a mixture of two Gaussian distributions. From

the two Gaussian distributions, learned with the Bregman soft clustering

method, the one corresponding with the relevant documents will be assumed

that one with highest mean. The Gn and n parameters will be replaced by

their estimated values, corresponding with the fraction of relevant documents

in the top and the size of the top, respectively. The fraction of relevant docu-

ments in the top will be estimated as the weight of the Gaussian distribution

corresponding with the relevant documents in the mixture.

4. Experiments and Results

The evaluation of our approach was performed over four TREC collec-

tions, using Terrier [26] and comparing with a baseline retrieval model and

the baseline feedback model (training the size of the pseudo-relevant set) In

this section we describe the evaluation methodology, including collection and

metric election, and we carefully analyse the results comparing the behaviour

of our proposals with respect to the baselines.

4.1. Collections

To evaluate the different approaches we chose the same collections used

in previous works about RM estimations [20]: a subset of the Associated

Press collection corresponding to the 1988 and 1989 years (AP88-89) [37], the

Small Web Collection WT2G and the disk 4 and 5 from TREC (TREC-678).

Additionally, given the fact that TREC Conference only provided with a set
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Table 1: Collections and topics (short queries: title only, average length in words) for
training and test used in the document retrieval evaluation

Col. # of Docs
avg. words Topics (avg. length)

per doc Training Test
AP88-89 164,597 284.7 51-100 (3.8) 151-200 (6.5)
WT2G 247,491 645.3 401-450 (2.4) –
TREC-678 528,155 297.1 301-350 (2.7) 351-400 (2.5)
WT10G 1,692,096 399.3 451-500 (3.46) 501-550 (4.62)
GOV2 25,205,179 647.9 701-750 (3.14) 751-800 (3.08)

of topics for the WT2G collection, we decide to use the WT10G collection,

which was not used in [20], to report test values in a web collection and

GOV2 dataset (a crawl of the .gov domain from 2004) for examining the

results in huge collection. In AP88-89, TREC-678, WT10G, and GOV2 we

used training and test evaluation: we performed training for Mean Average

Precision in a set of topics and testing over another set. For WT2G we report

well-tuned values over the trained topics, as it was done in [20]. Short queries

(title only) were used because they are the most suitable to be expanded.

All the collections were preprocessed with standard stop-word removal and

Porter stemmer, as it has been demonstrated the best performing scenario for

this task [20]. In Table 1 the evaluation settings are summarized. stop-word

removal and Porter stemmer.

4.2. Compared Methods

We compared four methods:

• LM: the baseline Language Modelling retrieval model with Dirichlet
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smoothing. This approach was also used by the other methods for

producing the initial retrieval.

• RM3: the standard formulation of RM3, as explained in Section 2.1

training the size of the RS.

• SDRM3-GE: the standard formulation of RM3 but automatically de-

termining for each query the size of the RS in this case using the previ-

ously proposed model of Gaussian-Exponential mixture [4], we report

these values to highlight the importance of the model selection.

• SDRM3: the standard formulation of RM3 but automatically deter-

mining for each query the size of the RS as described in Section 3

4.3. Training and Evaluation

The two basic metrics in IR evaluation are Precision and Recall. The

precision Pr of a ranking produced by a retrieval method at some cut-off

point r is the fraction of the top r documents that are relevant to the query.

On the other side, the recall Rr of a method at a value r is the proportion

of the total number of known relevant documents retrieved at that point.

Average Precision (AP) was designed to provide a fair comparison across

multiple precision levels and is considered as a standard evaluation metric

in IR. AP is defined as the arithmetic mean of the precision at all the levels

where a relevant document occurs. When averaging AP across a set of topics

the resulting evaluation metric is what it is called Mean Average Precision
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Table 2: Trained values for every method and collection

Col.
LM RM3 SDRM3-GE SDRM3
µ µ e r λ µ e λ µ e λ

AP88-89 1000 500 50 5 0.2 1000 100 0.1 1000 100 0.1
WT2G 2000 2000 50 5 0.4 1000 100 0.2 2000 100 0.3
TREC-678 2000 500 100 10 0.2 500 75 0.1 500 75 0.1
WT10G 1000 500 10 5 0.6 500 10 0.6 500 10 0.7
GOV2 1500 1500 50 10 0.6 1500 50 0.6 1500 50 0.6

(MAP). In order to follow with the traditional evaluation procedure for this

task and report effectiveness results for MAP.

As commented we performed a training and test strategy (training for

MAP). There are several parameters to train. Namely, the smoothing param-

eter µ was tuned for LM, RM3, SDRM3-GE and SDRM3 (µ ∈ {10, 100, 1000, 2000, 3000,

4000, 5000, 6000}). The parameter e, the number of expansion terms, and λ,

the interpolation factor, for the pseudo feedback based query expansion were

trained in the RM3, SDRM3-GE and SDRM3 methods (e ∈ {5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 100}

and λ ∈ {0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1} ). Furthermore, for RM3

the parameter r = |RS|, the size of the pseudo-relevant set, was also trained

(r ∈ {5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 100}) (See Table 2).

Finally Robustness Index (RI) over the initial retrieval (LM) are also

reported. We decided to use the RI measure specially designed to evaluate

the behaviour of PRF methods to assess the robustness of our proposal. The

Robustness Index (−1 ≤ RI(Q) ≤ 1), also called Reliability of Improvement

Index, of a model with respect to a baseline was formulated in [31] as in Eq.

9:
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Table 3: Values for Mean Average Precision (MAP) on the test topics. Statistical signif-
icant improvements (Wilcoxon p < 0.1, and Wilcoxon p < 0.05 underlined) with respect
to LM, RM3, SDRM3-GE and SDRM3 are superscripted with l, r, g and d respectively.
Best values are bolded.

MAP
Col. LM RM3 SDRM3-GE SDRM3
AP88-89 .2775 .3408l (+22%) .3714lr (+34%) .3794lr(+37%)
WT2G .3115 .3376lg(+08%) .3239 (+04%) .3345lg (+08%)
TREC-678 .1915 .2194l (+15%) .2144 (+12%) .2245lg(+17%)
WT10G .2182 .2402l (+10%) .2307 (+06%) .2322l (+06%)
GOV2 .3295 .3529lg (+07%) .3490l (+06%) .3570lg(+08%)

RI(Q) =
n+ − n−

|Q|
(9)

where Q is the set of queries over the RI has to be calculated, n+ is the

number of improved queries, n− the number of degraded queries and |Q| the

total number of queries in Q.

4.4. Results

The first comment is that, as expected both RM3 and SDRM3 outper-

form the initial retrieval with statistical significant differences. Analysing the

MAP values for the query expansion methods for the test topics (see Table

3) the best values are obtained by our proposal in three collections and by

traditional RM3 in the other two. However, it has to be notice that the dif-

ferences in favour of RM3 are never statistically significant and in one case

the improvements occur with optimal trained values (WT2G). Meanwhile,

our method achieves statistical significant improvements in the AP88-89 col-

lection surpassing RM3 in more than 11%. This fact is even more remarkable
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Table 4: Values for Robustness Index (RI) with respect to the LM baseline model for every
collection. Best values are bolded.

RI
Col. RM3 SDRM3-GE SDRM3
AP88-89 .23 .64 .70
WT2G .35 .18 .36
TREC-678 .22 .14 .29
WT10G .12 .05 .12
GOV2 .28 .26 .28

when considering that our proposal has one parameter less that RM3 with

its implications in efficiency and method stability across collections. Partic-

ularly, it is also clarifying that our election for the mixture of distributions

performs constantly better than the Gaussian-Exponential mixture, produc-

ing in the majority of the cases statistical significant improvements.

An interesting fact, is that our proposal seems to be more adequate on

the text collection meanwhile it is not able to outperform traditional RM3

(in terms of MAP) in two of the three web collections. This can be partially

explained by the fact that the fitting of the chosen score distribution model

(mixture of two Gaussian distributions) over the web documents is not as

good as it is in textual documents. We explain this, because the retrieval

model will produce more separated scores for relevant and non-relevant doc-

uments if the documents are more focused and shorter (which is the case

of the textual documents), where the risk of spurious signals of relevance is

lower, that is not the case of the web pages of the Web Collections.

Another important point to analyse is the robustness of the methods, and

how this is maintained across collections. Considering the values presented
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in Table 4 we can see that our method obtains the best values in terms of

RI in every collection. Again the differences between the RI values of RM3

and SDRM3 are higher in the text collections than in the web collections. In

fact, for the AP88-89 text collection the RI for our method is 0.70 which is

the highest RI value reported in this paper, it improves the RM3 method in

more than 38% (please, note that RI spans from -1 to 1) and it is close to

the maximum RI.

5. Related Work

Related with score distributions per se, several works have addressed the

finding of best distributions models. In Section 2 we already reviewed the

most important works about this topic. Recently, some efforts have been

presented in the direction of modelling the score distributions in a systematic

way [16], producing an analytical process based on the form of the scoring

formulas of the retrieval models.

Score distributions modelling has been applied to tasks such as informa-

tion filtering or distributed IR, but, in particular, we shall remark the work

of Manmatha et al. [23] where score distribution modelling was applied in

order to combine the outputs of different search engines for the meta search

task, and the works of Arampatzis et al. [3, 4] which formulated the thresh-

old optimization problem over the score distributions models for locating a

good cut-off point in the legal search task. The objectives in both cases are

quite different from ours, for instance, the legal search task is a high recall
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task, meanwhile in our case we desire the opposite: a high precision cut for

determining the RS.

Very few works have been presented in the direction of refining the RS.

Winaver et al. [38] presented a language modelling approach for improving

the robustness of the PRF methods. This approach, given a query, computes

a set of different language models corresponding with different parameter set-

tings, then, the best computed language model (two different strategies for

deciding which one is the best are presented) is selected as initial retrieval.

Secondly, different language models are computed using different configu-

rations of r and e over the chosen initial retrieval, selecting that one with

the minimum KLD with the query model for processing a second retrieval.

Evaluation is not conclusive and no comparison with train and test approach

is presented. Moreover, this method requires of a high number of computa-

tions of language models for each query, which is quite expensive in terms of

computational costs. This last fact is more evident if we compare with our

proposal which does not require any extra relevance or language model com-

putation but a very efficient expectation-maximisation process over a limited

set of scores.

Huang et al. [15] remarked the importance of selecting the adequate

number of feedback documents for the PRF methods. This work explores

two different approaches for query-specific feedback document selection. The

first approach determines the size of the RS for a given query using either

clarity score or cumulative gain. The second one instead of locating the
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optimal number of documents in the RS uses a mixture model by combining

all the query language models rather than only selecting one with the hope of

smoothing the effects of the different models. Neither the clarity score base

method, nor the cumulative gain strategy, nor the mixture model are able

to achieve significant improvements in any collection over the training-test

strategy.

In [41] a different view to the problem of the presence of irrelevant docu-

ments in the RS is presented. This paper proposes a distribution separation

model than taking as input a seed of non-relevant documents and the mixed

distributions of the RS will try to estimate an approximation to the true

relevance distribution. Evaluation results are interesting but they depend of

the existence of relevance judgements to determine the irrelevant seeds (up

to the 30% of the known non-relevant documents in the RS are used by the

algorithm).

Another open research line is to produce models less sensitive to the

composition of the RS. Li [19] presented a new estimation for the relevance

models which combines three different aspects: common word discounting,

non-uniform document priors and the modification of the traditional pseudo

feedback paradigm by considering the original query as a pseudo feedback

document rather than combining it with the expanded query. With the

introduction of three additional parameters in the model, the method seems

to be more robust to the variation in the number of feedback documents than

RM3, the effectiveness, once reached the optimal size of the RS, drops slower
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than for RM3 when increasing the number of pseudo-relevant documents.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we showed how the size of the RS greatly affects to the

performance of the RM methods. Motivated by that fact, we presented a

method which introduces the use of the threshold optimisation problem over

score distribution modelling for automatically selecting the size of the RS.

Particularly our method assumes a mixture of two Gaussian distributions

and based on this assumption computes the threshold point as the score over

which the highest density of relevant documents is obtained.

We have used Bregman soft clustering in order to learn the distributions’

parameters from the observed scores. The results of the evaluation showed

that in terms of MAP our method is equivalent of better to standard RM3.

Important improvements in terms of robustness are obtained with respect

to RM3, achieving more than a 38% in the case of the AP88-89 collection.

Analyses of the results suggest that our modelling decisions perform better

in textual collection than in web collections. Overall, the general objective of

improving the robustness of the RM estimations is achieved and moreover, we

present the extra advantage of reducing the number of parameters involved

in the estimation of the Relevance Models.

Score distribution modelling is not an easy field because it depends in

weak assumptions on distributions choice. More work on selecting good

mixtures of appropriate statistical distributions has to be carried out. In
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particular we have observed that the distribution fitting depends not only on

the queries but also in the nature of the collection of documents. We envisage

future work on automatically selecting for each situation the distribution

combination that best fit with the observed data in an attempt of improving

the performance of these methods.
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